various complete semi-local Noetherian rings that can e obtained from rings of polycyclic-by-finite groups and env ~~~~~te~t Lie algebras. This leads us to derive chain condition for injective hulls of si certain other) group rings of polycyclic-byIn Section I, we gather some results on c oetheria~ property for completions. In Set and use it to rederive and strengthen a result o contains our result concerning the existence of a se to group-rings and enveloping algebras are gathere questions are stated at the end.
e main results of this paper were an~ouncc
En the first part of this section, we assemble some ~~~w~ information c~~cer~i~g complete rings. In the latter part, we local ~octherian ring and J(R) has a normalizi then the J(R)-adic completion of R is again ~octberi~~~ Let Y = {I,: II > 0) be a descending sequence sf ideals of a ring readily seen that d,(x,x')=inf{I/n:x-x'Ek,j o-metric on R which satisfies the strong triangle inequality, viz., xv), d,s(x", x')}. Conseqnent~~, the sequence of partid 1 r, is a Cauchy sequence iff rn -+ dly needed below. The topology defi the 3-a&c topology. Thus 3' is a fundamental system of c topology. The closure x of a ~o~-~rn~ty subset X of X + I,: n > 0 1. We note that said to be 3-adically camp space, If 3' = (In: n > Oj where I is an ideal 5 we &all fohow the usual convention of referring to the s'-adi s~~~-~~c~~ ring R is a ring for which is a J(R)-adically complete semi-local ring. rmation we need concerning 3'-adicaily corn contained in the following result which is essentially due to and cConnel? [ 141. We supply a proof for t e sake of ~5~v~n~~n~e ef the reader. THEOREM 1.1. Let R be an 3'-adically ~~~~~~te ripzg w a right Artinian ring. Let F be a finitely ge~e~at~~ right (a) There exists a sequence {nk: k > 1) of non-negative integers such that (b) F is closed in R. Moreover, if R/F is an Artinian right R-module, then I,,, 5 F for some m.
Proof. It is evident that (F n I,) + & C (F + FI,) n (I, + FI,) for all k, n > 0. This, along with the formula for the closure yields fi (I,+FI, EFI,. Thus, given a finite set {fi,...,f,} of g enerators of the right ideal F and given %EFnInk'
we can inductively choose a sequence {x,} of elements of F and t sequences {rj,: m > k}, j = I,..., t, of elements of R such that t X,= Cf,rj, +X,+l, j=l with x, E FnI,,, and rjntE Ik+m for all j, m. Since R is Z'-adically complete and rj,,, t 0 as m -+ co, the series 2, rj,,, is convergent with sum rj, say. Since Ik is closed in R, we have rj E Ik. It is now clear that C~=k~~=lfjrjm converges to x0 as well as xf= ,fjrj E E;r,. Consequently, we have F n I,,k G FIk.
(b) Let { y,} be a convergent sequence of elements of F with limit y.
n > I. Then CFzl z, is ~o~ve~ge~t with sum y, ee that there exists an increasing se~~~n~e E(k) such t Z, E FIk for ~11 E > l(k). Express Z, as Z, = zj=Ifjq,jk? where k for all E(k) < 12 < E(k 4 1). Clearly, each Ck qjk is a ~o~v~r~ent serie sum qjs say. It is equally evident that Ckzk ~o~vepges to Cfjqj. Thus yn --y = rice F is closed. inian then F= fl, (F+ I,) yields F=F i-I, for some CO~QLL~~~ 1.2. Let R be a semi-local right ~oet~e~ia~~ ring and 2er 3' = {I,: YE > 11 be a descending chain of ideals of 11, is right Artinian. Then R is ~-~d~ca~~~ camp lete. If these equivalent co~d~t~o~s h coincides with the he Sadieally complete rings we shall have to deal with arise from two sources: as I-adic completions and as certain ~dl~rmo~pbi §rn rings, The following result contains the information we nee Pega~di~g the latter type.
P~rooJ Treat M natqally as a (S, ~)-birnod~~e~ An easy i~~~~t~~n shows MR is a (S, ~)-s~bbimodul~ o such that n3' = ann a Cauchy sequent as follows: Given any x have s, -s, EIk for all n > E(k). We take s(x) = slckj(x). It is then trivial to see that s E S and s, --) s 471. w assume that MR is injective with finiteBy ge~~~ate~ sock. T i's theorem 19, pp. 102-1031, it follows that S Is semi-loca semi-perfect) and J(S) = I, . ~~du~tiv~ly~ assume that' J"(S) E IX I Let 31 ,**a, 3, J(S). Since s2 : *: s,+ 1 vanishes on sot, MR 9 it maps s into sot ) so, SI :.: . §,+I E1,+l. This completes the induction.
e proceed to show that, under certain conditions, the &on of a semi-local right recall that an ideal I Q is said to have t every right ideal K of An element x E (resp. central) in R/x::: xjR, i = l,..., n. We call ideals H and I of R commensurable if H" c I and I" G H for some n. We shall use the notation E&V) to denote the right injective hull of M (even when M is a Rbimodule). Recall that a Noetherian ring is supposed to be left Noetherian as well as right Noetherian.
The main information we need concerning completions is contained in the following result. THEOREM 1.4. Let R be a semi-local right Noetherian ring with a normalizing sequence {x 1 ,..., x,,,} generating an ideal H commensurable with J(R). Let I? be the J(R)-adic completion of R. Then (a) J(R) has the right AR-property. In partictilar, the canonical map R + R^ is injective.
(b) rf R is Noetherian or {x1 ,..., x,,,} is a centralizing sequence, then I? is right Noetherian. Moreover E,(R/J(R)) z E&/J(@) as right R-modules. This module is Artinian iff EC,,fI,((R/H)/J(R/H)) is Artinian. Also, I? is Noetherian iff R/H is Noetherian.
Proof: (a) Set E = E(R/J(R)) and E, = ann, x: . By Lemma 8 [ 131, E = Uzzl E,. As noted in the proof of Lemma 2 [5] , the mapf,: E,, ,/E, + E,/E,-l induced by multiplication by xi is a Z(R)-monomorphism and send (finitely generated) R-submodules to (finitely generated) R-submodules. An induction on m now shows that every finitely generated submodule of E is of finite length; so, E = U,"-, sot, E. As in the commutative case (cf. proof of Theorem 20 [ 19, pp. 419-4201, using the right AR-property of J(R) and the exact sequence 0 --t x, R t R + R/x, R + 0, we get the exact sequence n O+x~R+R^+R/x,R+O of right R-modules. Here, the completion fi of a right R-module M is taken w.r.t. the I-adic filtration {MI": n E Z+}. Since x:R is closed in R, we have x;R =x,I? =R^x,. Since RGR is just the J(R/x, R)-adic completion of Rfx,R, we may assume, by way of induction on m, that R/x,R is right Noetherian (resp. Noetherian if R/H is so). Using the graded ring associated with the x,R-adic filtration on R and Theorem 9 [ 13 1, we see that the (x1 A!?>-adic completion of R is right Noetherian (resp. Noetherian). (x1 R)-adically complete, we note that (-)F= 1 x,R C (7," rTC1 z, be a series with z, -+ 0 in the x,R-adic metric on R. Then each xz-, z, is convergent in the J(R)-adic metric on R with sum y,, say. Theorem 1.1, each x;R is closed in I?; so, zrn + 0 in the x,R-adic metric follows that C,"_, z, converges to y1 in x, R-adic metric too. This completes the i ion on m. 
MORITA DUALITY
Let R and S be rings. A right Morita duality of R with S is a quadrupk (A9 B, @, G) where (i) A (resp. B) is a full subcategory of mod-R (resp. Smod) which contains all finitely generated modules and is closed under submodules, epimorphic images and finite direct sums; (ii) H;: A -+ G: B --) A are contravariant additive functors such that GF FZ I and FG cz 1, A ring R is a right Morita ring if R has a right Morita duality with some ring S. A ring is selfdual if it has a self-duality; i.e., a right orita duality with itselfWe cah a (S, R)-bimodule s V, a quasi-Frabenius (S, ~~-birnod~~~ lf (i) V, and s V are injective cogenerators in mod-R and S-mod, respectively; (ii) the canonical ring homomorphisms R -+ End, V and S + End VR are isomorphisms. Here, we follow the convention of applying module maps on the opposite side of scalars. A well-known result of Azumaya [i ] and Morita 116 J establishes a bijection between the bimodule isomorphism classes of quasi-Frobenius (S, R)-bimodules and the equivalence classes of right Morita dualities of with S under the natural equivalence of fm~ctors. A. very readable account of these matters is given in j26J.
The following technical result provides a convenient method of checking injectivity of certain modules we shall encounter later. LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a right Noetherian semi-&al ring such that J has the right AR-property. A right R-module is the injective hull cf its socle if there exists an ascending chain {M,: n E Z ' ] of s~~rn~~~~es of n/i; dand an increasing sequence {t(n): n E Z + ) qf positim integers satisfying the followilzg conditions: (i) M = lJ,"=, ME; (ii) am Mtcnj E-P(R) for akl n; (iii) each Ilrf, is inject& as a right module Gver R/am Ad,; (iv) each finitely generated submodule of each M, is ofJinite length.
ProoJ: It is evident that sot M is essential in M. Let E be the R-injective hull of M. By Proposition 4.3 [5] , we have E = OF="=, sot, E. Thus every cyclic submodule of E has finite length and those of length one are contained in M.
Let XR be a cyclic submodule of E with length n + 1 and assume, by way of induction, that all cyclic submodules of E of smaller length are contained in M. Let L be a maximal submodule of xR. Using (i) and (ii), it follows that L c Mk and annM, G p+' (R) for sufficiently large k. Since (xR)(ann M,) = 0, we see that XR f Mk is really a right module over R/arm Mk. Using (iii), we get XR + Mk = Q @ Mk for some submodule Q. Since Q z xR/(xR f? MJ and L c xR f7 M,, the length of Q is at most one. Thus Q c M and so, XR GM. This completes the induction. I
We now show how a quasi-Probenius bimodule can be obtained by patching together a direct system of quasi-Frobenius bimodules. Most of our results in the rest of the paper are derived from the following one. Proof. Due to (i) and some well-known facts about direct limits, we may assume without loss of generality that {V,: n E Z' } is an ascending sequence of (S, R)-subbimodules of V such that V = lJ F= i V,, . Using (ii), it is immediate that the function sending a right R-submodule of V,, to its left annihilator in S/arm V, is an inclusion reversing bijection. Thus, each V, is Artinian as a right R-module. Theorem 1.1 shows that J(R) has the right AR-property and a result of Chevally [ 19, Theorem 2, p. 3881 provides an increasing sequence {t(n)} with ann VtCnj _ cJn(R) for all n. (In the situations where we use Theorem 2.2, this fact can be deduced from Corollary 1.2.)
Lemma 2.1 now shows that V, is the injective hull of its socle. Since annVhh c J(R) and V,,,, is a cogenerator as a right module over R/arm VrClj, it follows that V, contains a copy of each simple right Rmodule. Thus V, is an injective cogenerator in mod-R. Similarly, s V is an injective cogenerator in S-mod.
Assume for a moment that sot V, is not finitely generated. We can then choose a positive integer m such that the length of (sot V,), is strictly larger than the length of the S-module S/J(S). Using (ii), it is easily seen that the R-endomorphism ring of soc(V,), is a homomorphic image of S/J(S). A length argument shows that this co~tra~~~t § 0 finitely generated and we may as well assum n. Let Wn = aq, ann(V,J,. Evidently, soc(V,), -submodule of WR. Since W, is really a r = W,,. It is now clear that each a/, is invariant under the action of now show that the canonical map S + End VR is an isomor km (iii) ensures that this map is injective. Let $ E End VR ~ Since (VJ G Vn 9 using (ii) we get s, E S such that g(v,> = s,u, for ail u, E V,? ~ ince (si -sj> V, = 0 for all i,j > n and, as noted above, arms $ikCn) c J'"(%), foilows that {s,: n E Z+ ] is a @au&y sequence 13 the J(S)-adic metric oc ch, it must converge to some element of say s. NOW, let v E V. Since Sv is of finite length, P(S) v = 0 br some ~ Since for s~~~ient~y large ii, s -sk E P(S)
and v E Vk, e have g(v) = sku = su. argument shows that the canonical map -+ Ena, v is an isomorphism. Clearly, VR = sot, VR for, some n. If possible9 3ek V be of in Choose maElest k such that sock V,/s?,-, V, has infinite length. Since VA -endomorphism ring S of sock VR is a factor ring of I-%; so, . Now consider the set A = ann&sock-I VR). Clearly, A is an ideal of 3; so, A = CT=1 9fi. Notice that sock-l VLq E (Jy! i ker fi induces a -~~rn~rnor~~isrn of the infinite d~rn~~s~~~a~ semi module sock /soc~_~ VR into the finite d~rnens~~~ai semi-simpl sot VR9 at follows that sock--l VR g (()y! i kerfi) n sock VR = am S3CkWR)A.
But this is fake, as is easily seen by using the ~~je~~~~~ity b;f VR, Our next result uses Theorem 2.2 to produce a self-duality for a complete semi-local Noetherian ring, which is an inverse limit of finite algebras. We recall that an algebra R over a commutative ring C isflnite if R is finitely generated as a C-module. The c~~stc~ce of a R-bimodule mo~omor~h~sm V8 -+ V,,+ I is now evident. heorem 2.2 yields the desired quasi-Frobenius (R, ~~)-b~rno~~~e.
e note that if R is a complete semi-local rin algebra over the centre C of R, then each s trivially finite over its centre and Theorem 2.7 applies. Indeed, i se, the ~at~~i~g ~~g~~e~t becomes a bit simpler since one can ch The ring C is semi-local with J(C) = C n J yields J(C) c C A J(R) and the quasi-regul inclusion. 3. liPPLICATKWC3 We now apply the results proved in Section 2 to group-rings of polycychcby-finite groups and enveloping algebras of solvable (~a~t~c~~ar~~ ~~l~ote~t~ Lie algebras. Since these rings are far from being ~:ornp~e~e sern~-~oca~~ one has to go through localization and completion before jetting duality. formulate these situations in Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a right Noetherian ring and I be an ideal of R satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) I has the right AR-property; (ii) R/I is a semi-simple ring and finite as an algebra over the centre ofR;
(iii) the I-adic completion I? of R is Noetherian.
Then I? is a complete semi-local Noetherian self-dual ring. Moreover, E,(R/I) z E,-(R/J(R)) as right R-modules and the right R-module E,(R/I) is Artinian.
Proof A routine argument using the right AR-property of I shows that every element x E ER(R/I) is annihilated by InCX) for some a(x) E Z+. The localizability criterion [5, Theorem 3.21 then shows that I is classically right localizable in R. Let It is obvious that I? is complete semi-local and Noetherian; it is self-dual by Theorem 2.7. By Theorem 2.4, E,-(R/J(R)) is Artinian as R-module. It follows that ER(R/I) is an Artinian R-module. 1 COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and A be either Z or an algebraic field extension of Zp. Then, given any ideal ,H. ofjinite index (resp. codimension) in A(G), there exists an ideal B E m of finite index (resp. codimension) such that the H-adic completion of A(G) is a self-dual complete semi-local Noetherian ring. Moreover, the injective hull of each simple A(G)-module is Artinian with finitely many distinct isomorphism classes of composition factors.
Proof Follows from Theorems 6 and 6' of [6] and Theorem 3.1. 1
Recently, Musson [18] has extended the latter part of the above result to include injective hulls of finite-dimensional A(G) modules where A is any field of non-zero characteristic. For finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite groups, the latter part of the corollary was also obtained by Snider [25] . 
/I is a finite algebra over the centre oJ ) then 2, is self-deal.
/I is semi-simple, then I?, is also the k&k c~~~let~~~ aj ProoJ*: (I) and (2) . We shall first deal with the case when 4 has a centralizing sequence of generators, say (x1,..., x,). It is knswn [24, Theorem 2.21 that I is classically right lodizable in E R / rc = 0 for some c E 6YR(I)}. It is easily seen t Tc_ I. We set I?= R/T and use bars to denote canonical map R + z. , TG assume that T= 0. Since each R/P is torsion-free in the tors by E,(R/I), Theorem 2.1(2) (5j I) for all n. Theorem 1.4(a) yie ence the I-adic completion of R coincides wit
